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State Issues Session 

 
Podiatric Scope of Practice (IA, MS, MA, SC, AL, ME, MD)  

• Fighting for ankle privilege. 
o MA—Has been fighting for 22 years, and now has to wait two years to try again 

 Hired a firm to assist with this in legislative side. 
 Ortho colleagues opposing 

o CA --We have been aggressive and fortunate with our laws. Formed an internal taskforce. Started with 
medical schools. Focus on access to care. Amputations are skyrocketing and can be avoided. The entire 
fight is too big to do with one bite. We are overtrained or under licensed. 

o PR- Ankle is not clear if its part of the scope. 
o NY, SC--No soft tissue above the ankle 

 SC recently passed ankle bill. It was a lengthy process with roadblocks, but it is a good start. 
They have had an influx on DPMS since they passed by 13 

o AL-- Currently an election year which stymied some of the process. Out of committee in both House and 
Senate. Failed in Senate. Main breakthrough getting everyone to understand podiatrists go to medical 
school and learn with MDs and DOs. Medical association using misinformation, largely about 
accreditation. A lot of lawmakers beholden to local ortho groups. The two doctors in the Senate 
understand but that doesn't mean they will vote with us. Primaries general decide election, so we'll 
know who will be in the house and senate and can start working with them. People go to podiatry 
school and residency and don't come home; they go somewhere else where they can practice what they 
are trained to do. We won't be able to replace retiring DPMs. Need to educate not just policymakers, 
but people adjacent to policymakers to be in their ear to let them know the good work of podiatrists. 

• OR-- looking at law required being boarded to get licensed, not just for hospital privileges. 
• MD-- Fairly broad scope of practice; certain practices required to perform at ASC; must have hospital privileges 

to be able to do same procedure at ASC and that may become an issue as more and more procedures are done 
in ASCs; also have been trying to change language to "podiatric physician" and there is opposition to that from 
medical professionals 

• TX – Scope doesn’t seem to be well defined 
• NY -- no standardization or consistency; can't determine if DPMs can do wound care of the ankle; not consistent 

among all states and this becomes a big obstacle because there isn't a place to go back and point to for support 
• FL-- Quite privileged; distal to anterior tibial tubercle; strong state component and historical advocacy they've 

had a great scope for a number of years; may have some more regional limitations of scope by DPMs saying 
can't do RRA (by other DPMs at hospital level [bylaws]); training and logs can help determine what procedures 
you can do; FL has been podiatric physician for a long time 

Reimbursement Discrimination (OH, WI, IA, NM, MD)  
• FL-- Podiatrist using the same code as an orthopedic and was getting paid less than the orthopedic  
• FL--lingering r(3) classification may be part of the reason or a big reason for why this continues; having to re-

negotiate contracts or joining groups to try and get more 'fair' fee schedules; 
• OH -- consistently the #1 issue on state surveys  
• NM, OH -- have identified in last several years that many insurances that used to have in state representation do 

not exist anymore for 95% of insurers; no local presence to connect with -- all corporate or call centers; 
members making efforts but no response or support; creates great barriers for smaller state societies  
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• MD-- Has parity law; BCBS negotiates and reimbursements haven't changed in about 15 years possibly for DPMs 
only 

o You can enlist help from other specialties - the specialty that bills the code most frquently gets dinged 
down so you can enlist their help - look for partners who use codes that you perform, but they do more 
often and get paid less. 

• CA -- equal pay concerns - but everyone has different contracts and fee schedules, but that runs against the idea 
of quality determining pay. How to balance the concerns of better negotiating concerns and equal pay for equal 
work 

 
Medicare Advantage Plans (IA, FL)  

• FL - TPA contracts the DPMs, with payment next to nothing, in FL there's no other insurance option. 
You're left with no options.  

 
Insurance Nondiscrimination/Pay Parity (FL, CA) 

• FL- parity and reimbursement is an issue  
 
Supervising Physician Assistants/ Physician Extenders (FL, NM, IA)  

• AL--Getting more traction than a lot of other specialties right now by filling in gaps in rural communities. 
• WA—PA’s are willing to work with them on supervision 
• SC – PA’s pushing for independence  
• FL-- Have surveyed members and there isn't much appetite for it; maybe some practices/practice types where 

volumes are high but for the most part, smaller practices don't have much desire for it; possibly some fear of 
needing to open the scope back up to do this and potentially losing ground; also NP/PA salaries are high and 
their associations are not interested in their members being supervised at all 

• MT-- DPMs would like to supervise NP/PAs; challenges are that the national associations of those groups are 
looking more for independent practice/not wanting to be supervised at all 

 
Membership Recruitment (MI, MS, TX, ME, NM)  

• ME, TX, NY—Student recruitment is low need more and needs to be at the top of the agenda. 
o TX -- targeting residents -- come to TX for residencies but enticing them to stay, ZOOM just for YPS or 

Res on items valuable to them 
• ME--Tough to get people to travel to meetings, even virtual ones. 

 


